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The Black Box Approach



Why CosmoMC?

Can we fit the low-l tail without spoiling everything else?



What’s CosmoMC?

CosmoMC is a Markov-Chain Monte-Carlo engine used to perform cosmological 
parameter estimation.
Language: fortran + python wrapper

The code calls CAMB and performs MCMC over user selected parameters.

It calls CAMB for each sampled point of the parameter space, obtains cosmological 
predictions for that specific point and compares it to observations



Downloading
CosmoMC is available at http://cosmologist.info/cosmomc/ or on github

Get the code with:

> git clone https://github.com/cmbant/CosmoMC.git

CosmoMC has several cosmological likelihoods built-in.

Extra download needed to obtain the Planck likelihood (check Planck readme)

http://cosmologist.info/cosmomc/
https://github.com/cmbant/CosmoMC


Compiling
CosmoMC Makefile runs compilation both for CosmoMC and the associated CAMB

source/Makefile can choose CAMB options:

Compile!



Schematic structure
batch1/2/3:
Contains .ini files with settings for the 
available likelihoods.

python:
Python scripts used to run chains, make 
parameter grids, analysis....

data:
Contains the actual datasets

source:
Source code of CosmoMC

camb:
Contains the camb code (or modifications 
of it)



Setup
Following the provided test.ini, the necessary options for cosmological and settings 
parameters are given in:

● test.ini
● batchX/common.ini
● batchX/params_CMB_defaults.ini



General ini file (test.ini)
● Experiments:

Decides which likelihoods will be considered, calling likelihoods ini files

● General settings:
Calls general options file (default common.ini)

● CosmoMC options:
chains names
actions
method
feedback



Choose data to use

Parameters and options

Choose what to do!

If T allows to restart chains when they stop

Base sampling method is Metropolis-Hastings 
(sampling_method=1). If sampling_method=7 
handles efficiently “fast” nuisance parameters



Likelihood ini files
These files contains:

● flags needed for cosmomc to use specific likelihoods
● Path of datasets
● options



General settings
● common.ini

generally doesn’t need to be modified. Contains general mcmc settings

● params_CMB_default.ini
Contains parameter values and/or variation range
Modifying this changes which parameters are actually sampled by the MCMC

Sampled parameters

Fixed parameters



Grid of models
If you have to do many parameter files, e.g. with different data combination or with 
different free parameters, things might get boring.

CosmoMC contains useful python script to generate a grid of model, e.g.

> python python/makeGrid.py planck_grid settings_planck_2015

Generates a grid of .ini files with all the analysis done by Planck 2015

A planck_grid folder is created, with a bunch of ini files and ready to host your 
chains



Run the code
Single chain:
> ./cosmomc test.ini

MPI jobs:
> mpirun -np 4 ./cosmomc test.ini

Python:
> python python/runMPI.py [options] test.ini



The output
Run test.ini after switching to action=0
> ./cosmomc test.ini

The chain folder will now contain the typical output files



What does a chain look like?

This is a 
single line

Multiplicity and 
likelihood Minimal ΛCDM 

parameters



GetDist: analyzing chains
Once your chains have run for some time you can assess their convergence and 
analyze them.

>python python/GetDist.py [distparams.ini] /path_to_chain/chain_root

MCMC convergence:
Gelman and Rubin statistics, 
i.e. "variance of chain 
means"/"mean of chain 
variances" (-1)

GetDist options
Default is in 
python/getdist/analysis_defaults.ini



GetDist products
● .covmat

Covariance matrix you can use as input for future analysis
● .corr

Correlation between parameters
● .converge

Convergence diagnostics
● .likestats

Best fit point, with its likelihood. Warning: action=0 not accurate
● .margestats

Marginalized values of parameters, with standard deviation and limits.
These are the values that you usually quote in papers!



Exercise(s):
Run and analyze chains



Create a grid and start a simple chain

Use the python scripts to create a grid of models to be tested

Copy the settings_sample.py and change it to include:

● Use BAO and JLA datasets
● Include w and wa on top of non standard parameters

Run one of the produced ini files



settings_sample

Extra parameters

Importance datasets

Dataset names and .ini to use

Parameter combinations

Default ini files



Analyze chains: the GUI
Launch the GUI

> python python/GetDistGUI.py

Features:

● Make plots: 1D, 2D and triangle 
● Get convergence and marginalized statistics 
● Copy the script for GetDist



Path to chains

Selected chains

List of 
parameters

Python script

The plot

Get statistics



Exercise(s):
Use the GUI to analyze chains



Use the GUI
You can use the chains provided in google drive for LCDM and the Log w 
parametrization.

● What is the convergence (R-1) of the chains?
● Look at H_0 and Ω_b h^2, what are the mean values and the 2σ bounds?
● Make a 2D plot using the chains from two different runs.
● Make a triangular plot with 6 parameters of your choice (you may have to set 

the Tight Layout in order to see the plot properly)
● Copy the script and run it with python. Remember to add the getdist path to 

your script! 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B3pDjkLTg3eCbzB3UEpvQ0dlNzA?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B3pDjkLTg3eCaFdVSy00MHg5X2c?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B3pDjkLTg3eCaFdVSy00MHg5X2c?usp=sharing


CosmoMC’s structure
Parameters and CAMB interface



Parameters and CAMB interface
CosmoMC is interfaced with standard CAMB.

A common change one usually does to CosmoMC is to include a modified CAMB.
Using it with a modified version requires adapting this interface.

The relevant source files to change for this are 

● CosmologyTypes.f90 -> define new parameters
● CosmologyParametrizations.f90 -> read new parameters and define new derived
● Calculator_CAMB.f90 -> pass the new parameters to the modified CAMB
● .paramnames files -> A dictionary for CosmoMC



CosmologyTypes

If you include new parameters 
check that you are below the 
maximum or increase it

Initial power parameters defined as 
elements of a general array

Other parameters defined in 
variables

Global number of parameters



CosmologyParametrization
CosmoMC standard parametrization is slightly different from CAMB (θ instead of H0)

Gets initial power params as 
“fast parameters”

This subroutine reads parameters 
and obtains H0 iteratively

Define derived parameters



From CosmoMC to CAMB
The interface between CAMB and CosmoMC is in Calculator_CAMB.f90
Where CAMB parameters are set and 
routines are called

P% = CAMB params

Calls CAMB 
subroutine



Exercise:
Features in the primordial power spectrum 
(again)



Use the modified CAMB
What to do?

● Substitute your modified CAMB to the camb folder (maybe in another copy of 
CosmoMC)

● Include the additional parameters in cosmomc (where?), change the number of 
maximum parameters

● Add them to the params.ini

Start a single chain…
Check .ranges and and .paramnames to see everything is going fine



Tips
As for the CAMB modification, follow one of the existing parameters for the initial 
power spectrum, e.g. amp_ratio_index

● Increase the maximum index and define the new ones in CosmologyTypes.f90
● Add the new parameters in paramnames/params_CMB.paramnames
● Check that everything is fine in SetFast (CosmologyParametrization.f90)
● In Calculator_CAMB.f90 pass the new parameters to CAMB in the 

CAMBCalc_SetCAMBInitPower subroutine



Use the modified CosmoMC
If you have access to some cluster, try to install the Planck likelihood (readme here) 
and to run chains with this parametrization.
Probably this is not the best parametrization!

  Chains not converged yet:           R-1 ~0.5

http://cosmologist.info/cosmomc/readme_planck.html


CosmoMC’s structure
likelihoods



Likelihood modules
CosmoMC calls different likelihood modules in DataLikelihoods.f90

Each subroutine checks if the flag to use 
that particular likelihood is set to true.

Some likelihood are called and then not
added to the likelihood list.



Likelihood modules: an example
Likelihood variables

Read the ini file and add 
to the list of likelihoods

Likelihood computation

Added to the list of likelihoods



Some complication
Some likelihoods require more complicated settings

● higher number of input observational parameters

● higher number of data points

● several possible setups



Exercise:
Write a new likelihood



Extra exercise: a new likelihood
Write a new, easy likelihood to include in the code, e.g. redshift drift

Look at a distant source and measure its change in redshift with time (its 
spectroscopic velocity).
Assuming peculiar motion is negligible, this is due cosmological expansion

https://arxiv.org/abs/1210.7166


Can we measure it?
Probably (or hopefully) we will measure it in the future, e.g. with SKA phase 2 or 
with the E-ELT.

For the latter, the planned CODEX experiment has simulated errors for distant QSO 
observations



What to do?
Take as example the HST.f90 likelihood

1. Write the new likelihood module, e.g. RD.f90
- Define the new likelihood variables, i.e. what you will read from the ini file
- Write the routine connecting to the likelihood ini file, e.g. RD_LikelihoodAdd
   This will have to read the observational quantities, i.e. redshifts,
   quantities needed to compute errors and usage flag (use_RD)
- Write the actual likelihood function (pay attention to cm/s!). Use a simple chi2

2. Call the new module in DataLikelihoods.f90 and add it to the Makefile

3. Write your own .ini likelihood file



Likelihood function



Data points
Let’s keep it simple and almost realistic:

use 3 data points

1. z=2.5  Δv(fiducial)
2. z=3.5  Δv(fiducial)
3. z=5.0  Δv(fiducial)

Source per bin = 10
S/N = 3000
Δt = 20 yr



Results

Martinelli et al. 2017

https://arxiv.org/abs/1210.7166

